
Courtroom Expertise

AUDIO/VISUAL DESIGN, ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION

Quality work. High performance solutions. Best price. ExhibitOne gives 
courts all three thanks to its years of audio/visual experience and more than 
1,400 courtroom implementations. The proof comes from the court systems 
throughout the country that do business with ExhibitOne over and over again.

From courtroom digital recording systems to state-of-the-art audio/visual 
technologies for entire court buildings, ExhibitOne’s expertise ensures that 
judges, court administrators and system users get the most from their  
audio/visual investments.

Here are just some of the capabilities for which city, county, state and federal 
courts rely on ExhibitOne’s courtroom experience and engineering expertise:

Audio Systems: Properly managing and controlling sound is absolutely 
critical. It requires specialized technology and knowhow to ensure anyone, 
anywhere in the court can be heard and recorded. And, just as important, 
confidential conversations are kept private. Whether it is new construction or 
integrating into an existing facility, ExhibitOne creates state-of-the-art audio 
environments in any courtroom. 

Digital Recording Solutions: Courtroom efficiency and productivity can be 
improved without altering established processes and procedures. Through 
courtroom recording and electronic court reporting solutions, ExhibitOne 
enables audio and video recording, remote monitoring, playback, electronic 
annotation, search, navigation, archival and content management.
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Digital Signage: Immediate, high-visibility communications 
can be achieved throughout court buildings using digital 
display screens such as LCDs, touch screens and even 
projectors. Information can be changed centrally and 
on-the-fly to greatly enhance your ability to provide 
directions, communicate changes and convey other 
important information. 

Master Control Systems: ExhibitOne custom builds master 
control systems that enable court personnel to monitor 
and control the evidence presentation process while giving 
attorneys the flexibility to present their cases using all of the 
latest in presentation tools.

Portable Presentation Systems: The TVX from ExhibitOne 
is an exclusive portable audio/visual presentation system 
that is ideal for courtrooms with limited space and/or 
budgets. State-of-the-art, high-end, compact components 
are integrated into a mobile platform that provides a full 
range of video display capabilities (such as those offered 
by ExhibitOne’s TrialView), an audio system and, if desired, 
videoconferencing.
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Remote Language Interpretation: Courts can maximize interpreter 
resources, reduce costs and increase efficiencies by providing 
interpreter services on a virtual basis. ExhibitOne’s Virtual Court 
Interpreter System (VCIS) is a patent-pending solution that allows 
interpreters to provide full interpretive services on a remote basis 
– just as if they were in the courtroom. Unlike video conferencing
solutions, VCIS provides full control over all aspects of interpretation
sessions – delivering a superior experience at a lower cost.
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Trial Display Systems: ExhibitOne’s TrialView 
system greatly enhances case presentations, 
facilitates juror comprehension and expedites 
evidence and information dissemination. 
TrialView displays documents, pictures, 3-D 
objects, transparencies, x-rays, computer 
animations, computer-based presentations 
and video recordings. Plus, it is built around a 
touchscreen and annotation device, so attorneys 
and judges can easily direct attention to  
specific details.

Videoconferencing: Courts place unique 
demands and flexibility requirements on 
videoconferencing technologies. ExhibitOne 
ensures the right components for specific tasks 
are properly integrated for handling remote 
arraignments, remote witness testimony and 
other critical courtroom uses.  

It is our singular vision at ExhibitOne to provide our clients with the ability to 
maximize the power, impact and clarity of their communications. We are proud 
of our industry reputation for being the single-source provider for the design, 
engineering, installation and servicing of high-performance courtroom audio/
visual solutions at industry-best pricing. We can do it all thanks to our team of 
engineers, technicians, and support personnel who are all accountable to you.

One Vision. One Source. One Team. ExhibitOne. 
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